MASTER STOP™ HOME ESSENTIALS Anti-Slip Tapes
Innovative Safety Solutions

Home Essentials
Advantages
Rolls available in
2 inch and 4 inch
widths

Sure-Foot’s MASTER STOP® HOME ESSENTIALS
line of anit-slip tapes are designed for use in and
around your home.

These products utilize unique grit blends applied to a pressure sensitive adhesive
polyester film which provides an industrial strength non-slip surface without the
look and feel of aggressive industrial tapes. These specialized safety products are
now available in five (5) distinct colors. Our White, Brown, Beige, Black and
Grey products can be used on a wide variety of surfaces such as ramps, decks,
pool areas, pet ramps and interior steps.

Treads available in
5” x 24” die-cut
pieces
Designed specifically
for residential use
made with a fine grit
suitable for bare feet

01- WHITE

07- BEIGE

Easy to clean, will
not shred a sponge
or mop
Treads come with
one side pressure
sensitive adhesive
with removable liner
Visit
www.surefootcorp.com
for additional
installation instructions

Made in USA

06- BROWN

27-BLACK

28- GREY

» MASTER STOP® Safety Tapes and Treads
Master Stop® Home Essentials Tapes and Treads are made
with a proprietary blend of fine abrasive grit adhered to
polyester film to provide maximum slip resistance while
appealing to today’s savvy consumers. Our Home Essentials
line meets and exceeds OHSA and ADA recommendations for
slip resistance on both flat and inclined surfaces. The
adhesive backing with removable liner offers the versatility to
be applied in both interior and exterior applications. Suitable
for pet use and barefoot traffic, the Home Essentials
Collection offers superior anti-slip products in today’s
appealing colors.

CONTACT US FOR A SAMPLE AT 800-522-6566

Sure-Foot Industries | 20260 First Avenue | Cleveland, Ohio 44130 | Toll Free: 800-522-6566 | www.surefootcorp.com

» HOME ESSENTIALS Rolls
Master Stop® HOME ESSENTIALS are an easy and effective way to improve
safety while helping minimize slips and falls within a home. These specialty
tapes are available in standard 2” & 4” wide rolls but can also be ordered in
custom roll sizes if necessary. Our Master Stop® tapes and treads can be
installed on a wide variety of surfaces such as wood, smooth concrete,
metal or tile providing the surface is clean, dry and the temperature is
between 50°F and 100°F. Visit www.surefootcorp for additional installation
instructions.

*xx identifies color of product i.e. 01= White

» HOME ESSENTIALS Treads
01- WHITE

06- BROWN

Master Stop® Home Essentials Treads are available in
pre-cut 5”W x 24”L pieces with rounded corners for use on
steps, ramps and walking surfaces. This unique dimension
will allow for use on standard 6” deck boards without the need
to trim or cut the tread while simplifying the installation. Just
peel and stick the treads to a clean, dry surface and it’s ready
for immediate use. Visit www.surefootcorp for additional
installation instructions.

07- BEIGE
*xx identifies color of product i.e. 01= White

27-BLACK

28- GREY
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